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Abstract 

In recent years, rural tourism has developed continuously, and the rise of homestay has 
become an inevitable trend. Mogan Mountain homestay is a representative of domestic 
homestay. In recent years, it has also developed rapidly. The development of Mogan 
Mountain homestay has improved the local economic situation, adjusted the local 
industrial structure, and promoted cultural exchange and dissemination. However, in 
the process of development, due to lack of experience and support from policies, 
technologies, etc., there are problems such as difficulty in information retrieval, 
difficulty in choosing homestay, and lack of feedback channels. For better experience of 
staying in homestay, combining the consumption process of tourists, the Mogan 
Mountain hotel should strengthen publicity, establish standards, highlight features, and 
set up special institutions to improve the tourist experience. 
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1. Introduction 

As the country attaches importance to the tourism industry and increases its requirements for 
homestays, the future development of the Mogan Mountain homestay industry will inevitably 
develop in the direction of standardization, safety, systematization, rationalization and 
diversification. 

Due to the serious homogeneity of homestays, lack of freshness, and lack of feelings and 
characteristics, it is difficult to operate characteristically, and the homestay market is rather 
chaotic, which will mislead consumers. At present, it is mainly to study the problems and 
solutions that arise in the construction of homestays, and it is the research on the theme of 
tourists. Tourists are the main object of homestay management. Only when tourists are satisfied, 
homestays have room for continued development. They become a means for the region to get 
rid of poverty and get rich, and to narrow the gap between urban and rural areas, bringing 
benefits to local residents. 

Zhejiang Mogan Mountain area has rapid economic development, high per capita GDP, beautiful 
scenery, rich resources, and convenient transportation. The government supports the vigorous 
development of tourism and provides good hardware for the rise and development of Mogan 
Mountain homestays and software conditions. 

2. Review of Litrrature 

Judging from the domestic research status, the research on homestays is also relatively 
complete and systematic. Domestic research on homestays mainly focuses on three aspects: the 
design of homestays, customer experience, and the integration of homestays and culture. 
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Zhang Xu (2016) preliminarily constructed the theory that homestays should have rural 
landscape characteristics [1]. Qu Jian (2016) pointed out that different types of homestays must 
have different development models, and the functional space design of homestays should also 
be tailored to local conditions and cannot be the same [2]. 

The ultimate goal of the characteristic design of homestays is to make customers have a unique 
experience, so customer satisfaction and re-consumption are fundamental issues. Sun Mingyue 
(2016) demonstrated the 'pull-thrust ' theory of tourists choosing homestays [3]. Wang 
Wenchao (2017) builds a model of perceived service quality, puts forward the measurement 
dimensions of perceived service quality and customer satisfaction, and deeply analyzes the 
factors that affect customers' repurchase intentions [4]. 

Relevant scholars have proposed that the development of homestays should integrate local 
culture and create unique homestay brands. Liu Shuhong (2009) studied the relationship 
between 'situation ' and homestays, and proposed that the design of homestays should have 
vocabulary related to 'home and leisure' [5]. Sun Jiaojiao (2017) pointed out the problem of 
commercial development of homestays in his research, and advocated that homestays should 
have a rural atmosphere and atmosphere [6]. Yu Fang (2017) pointed out that in his research 
on Zhoushan's marine cultural characteristics, the design of homestays should be combined 
with local characteristics [7]. 

Some of the problems in the homestay are also relatively concentrated. Li Dongming (2017) 
pointed out that the current homestays still have problems such as difficulties in applying for 
operating permits and difficulties in daily law enforcement [8]. Zhang Gongwang and Zhu 
Mingfen (2017) pointed out the four major deviations in the development of homestays through 
their research on homestays: deviation from the taste of 'agriculture', deviation from the 
warmth of 'home', deviation from the taste of 'leisure', and deviation from the norms of 
'industry' [9]. 

Research on homestays abroad is also very hot. The focus on homestays abroad is mainly on the 
standards of homestays, the quality of family services, and the satisfaction of guests. E Maryani, 
E Ningrum (2018) put forward 11 requirements and standards that the homestay must have, 
including no criminal record, no infectious disease, surrounding characteristics of the house, 
and local cultural activities [10]. Mohd Noor Ismawi Ismail (2016) pointed out that homestays 
fundamentally depend on the quality of local tourism resources and management, tourism 
resources determine the characteristics of homestays, and management quality directly affects 
the loyalty of tourists [11]. Norziani Dahalan (2016) emphasized the need to improve the 
overall perceived value of guests through personnel, products, services, and prices, so as to 
enhance the satisfaction of accommodation [12]. 

3. Related Concepts 

3.1. Homestay 

B&B originated in Japan, generally speaking, it refers to a family-style hotel independently 
operated by an individual approved by the Japanese government. B&B operators generally have 
their own residences, arrange extra rooms to receive tourists, and provide breakfast and dinner. 
Regarding homestays, what is generally recognized in the industry is the definition of 
homestays in Taiwan’s 'Folk Customs Management Measures ', that is, 'using free rooms in self-
occupied houses, combining local humanities, natural landscapes, ecology, environmental 
resources, and agricultural, forestry, fishery, and animal husbandry production activities. To 
provide accommodation for tourists to live in the countryside' [13]. 

Therefore, this article believes that homestays are different from hotels or inns. The property 
owners are the main operators, and provide tourists with activities or accommodations in a 
simple way, so that tourists can get closer to the local customs. 
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3.2. Customer consumption process 

The consumption process is the process by which consumers make purchasing decisions. It 
consists of the stages of problem identification, information collection, program evaluation, 
purchase decision and post-purchase behavior. Among them, the problem identification stage 
needs to confirm the demand and link it with a specific product or service; the information 
collection stage will obtain product or service information from multiple sources to improve 
decision-making rationality; the program evaluation stage will be based on the attributes of the 
product or service. Combination of interest and value, forming various purchase plans, and 
confirming the purchase attitude; in the purchase decision stage, purchase intentions and 
preferences will be formed among different plans, and finally the favorite products will be 
selected according to their needs. In the post-purchase behavior stage, the value obtained from 
the purchase will be evaluated, and satisfaction or dissatisfaction will be expressed through 
actions. This is the origin of customer satisfaction. 

4. Overview of homestays in Mo gan mountain area 

In Zhejiang, homestays have gradually become the new trend, new trend and new direction of 
tourists' travel choices. The development of homestays in Mogan Mountain area in Deqing 
County, Zhejiang Province is strong, and the economy has a significant role in driving the 
economy, and its characteristic homestays are well-known nationwide and in some 
international regions. Through analysis of relevant data, by 2017, there were more than 690 
homestays of different standards in the Mogan Mountain area of Deqing (searchable on relevant 
tourism websites, excluding homestays that have not been registered online), of which 96 are 
boutique homestays. Mogan Mountain B&B has superior resources for its development. 
Whether it is natural scenery or cultural heritage, it is well-known in China. The natural tourism 
resources of Mogan Mountain are mainly divided into geological, water, biological, and 
meteorological. 

However, due to the blind pursuit of the construction of homestays, the homestays in Mogan 
Mountain have the same decoration design, similar styles and features, and the connotation of 
the homestays are ambiguous, etc., which affect the quality of accommodation for tourists. At 
the same time, due to the large number and quality of Mogan Mountain homestays. It is uneven, 
and tourists will also encounter many inconveniences when choosing. 

5. Problems in the development of Mogan Mountain homestays based on 
the consumption process 

The customer's consumption process consists of the stages of problem identification, 
information collection, program evaluation, purchase decision and post-purchase behavior. The 
article mainly analyzes the factors that affect the guest's experience of staying in a homestay 
from these links. 

5.1. Insufficient publicity, the brand is not established, it is difficult for tourists 
to collect information 

The first step for consumers to purchase a certain product is to collect relevant product 
information, conduct various considerations and trade-offs, analyze pros and cons, and then 
compare with products of the same type and different brands to decide which product they 
need to choose. As far as Mogan Mountain’s homestay is concerned, in terms of publicity, on the 
one hand, the publicity of Mogan Mountain is not strong. In recent years, the figure of Mogan 
Mountain has rarely been seen in the mass media such as TV commercials, newspapers and 
magazines; On the other hand, the propaganda of Mogan Mountain's homestays is not strong 
enough or in place. Only a few homestays carry out self-propaganda, and the propaganda 
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carried out in a small area is basically for tourists to watch and forget. Inadequate publicity is 
also not conducive to the promotion of homestay brands. Without a strong brand, there will be 
no good reputation. 

5.2. The growth rate is fast, and the standard has not been established. It is 
very troublesome for tourists to choose homestays 

Mogan Mountain is the epitome of the growing prosperity of Deqing County's homestay 
development. According to statistics, in 2017, rural tourism in Deqing County, led by the 
homestay economy, received 6.583 million tourists, a year-on-year increase of 17.9%, and 
achieved direct operating income of 2.27 billion yuan, a year-on-year increase of up to 36.7%. 
It is precisely with the increase in the number of tourists that the number of Mogan Mountain 
B&Bs is also increasing day by day. In 2014, the number of Mogan Mountain B&Bs was 186, and 
the number of beds was 2,604. By 2017, the number of B&Bs in Mogan Mountain had reached 
690, and the number of beds had increased to 9,700. The rapid increase in the number of 
homestays will inevitably have some problems. Many homestays have started operation 
without registration and have not met the relevant standards. It is precisely because of the 
popularity of this phenomenon that it is difficult for tourists to choose homestays when visiting 
Mogan Mountain. Due to the large number of homestays, tourists will have difficulty screening 
when booking online. 

5.3. The configuration is relatively simple, the characteristics are not 
outstanding, and the tourist experience is relatively low 

Mogan Mountain Homestay is divided into boutique homestays and standard homestays. 
Although the prices of boutique homestays are far from standard homestays, the interior 
decoration and element configuration of some boutique homestays are the same as those of 
standard homestays and their styles are the same. It is nothing more than using old walls, old 
wood, old stone slabs with a sense of age, thatch and green bamboo to create a simple 
atmosphere, which makes visitors feel perfunctory. 

The collective construction of homestays and the motive of attempting to seize the market has 
led to the problem of homogenization of homestays, which has led to a trend of gradual 
weakening of the attractiveness of homestay products. In contrast to Taiwan’s homestay 
industry, their homestays can skillfully use human landscape elements, aesthetic design 
elements, etc., and apply them to the local homestay design to create ingenious, original and 
distinctive homestay products according to local conditions. 

5.4. There are few specialized agencies and few feedback channels. Tourist 
complaint handling is unqualified 

At present, most of the homestay operators are local residents, and their service quality is 
uneven, and their educational backgrounds are also different. In order to operate a homestay 
properly, it is necessary for relevant personnel to conduct regular inspections and evaluations 
to find out the problems found in the homestay operation and take timely measures to improve 
it. Since most Mogan Mountain homestay operators do not possess this quality, the operation of 
the homestay is also lacking. scientific. 

When tourists come to the homestay, it is inevitable to interact with the owner of the homestay. 
There may be tourists who are dissatisfied during their stay and want to resort to complaints 
to solve their own problems. This leads to another problem: there are no complaints from 
tourists. B&Bs are not formal hotels. There are positions such as lobby manager and 
housekeeping manager to solve customer complaints. The development of B&Bs has not been 
systematically supervised, reviewed, rewarded and punished, and there is no regulated 
industry association to deal with tourist complaints. 
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6. The development strategy of Mogan Mountain Homestay 

6.1. Strengthen publicity, shape the brand, and improve the promotion of 
homestay information 

At present, the Mogan Mountain homestay industry is fiercely competitive, and homestays are 
in an embarrassing situation. If you want to compete for the source of customers in the fierce 
competition and make the tourists come here to spread word of mouth to the local homestays, 
you must strengthen the brand concept , Pay attention to the building of its own brand to obtain 
additional benefits of the brand. The homestays around the woods can create a brand that 
features environment, the homestays located next to historic buildings can create a brand that 
features history, and the homestays near the spring and the water can create brands for summer 
vacation and so on. 

The creation of the Mogan Mountain brand is naturally inseparable from media publicity. 
Various social tools, such as WeChat, QQ, Weibo, etc., are widely used to push Mogan Mountain’s 
improved and characteristic homestay products to the public and invite celebrities. As the 
propaganda ambassador of Mogan Mountain tourist attractions, to enhance the reputation of 
Mogan Mountain, and often organize some large-scale activities, so that Mogan Mountain's 
exposure rate is in a continuous state. 

6.2. Standardize policies, set standards, and simplify tourist screening 
procedures 

Regulate relevant policies, strictly control the entry standards of homestays in accordance with 
relevant policies and requirements, and control the number of non-standard, unsafe, and non-
character homestays, so that standard, level, and distinctive homestays can get more resources. 
Combining local characteristics to develop distinctive homestay products, making homestays 
no longer a simple tool for economic improvement, but also a characteristic industry that 
enhances the popularity of a region. 

In order to make the process of choosing a homestay online for tourists more simplified and 
comfortable, a Mogan Mountain homestay APP can be designed, and only Mogan Mountain 
homestays can be registered and classified according to certain grade standards. Visitors can be 
in the selection process At a glance, you can quickly and accurately select the homestay you 
want to book. If you can’t design related apps, relevant departments can contact travel websites 
such as Ctrip.com and Yilong.com, and re-categorize and design their homestay search methods 
according to different needs, with a clearer, simpler, and more purposeful design. The design is 
presented in front of tourists, reducing the trouble of tourists screening. 

6.3. Optimize the configuration, highlight the characteristics, and enhance the 
visitor experience 

For homestays that have been built and are in business, actively cooperate with relevant 
departments in the off-season to renovate houses, add basic safety facilities to the homestay, 
and be proficient in related operation methods to reduce possible losses caused by 
uncontrollable factors. For newly-built homestays, reasonable housing structure design is 
required before construction. The housing structure should include fire protection, safety, 
health, environmental protection, etc., and meet the requirements of the fire safety department, 
environmental protection department and other relevant departments. 

There are many natural landscape resources and cultural and historical resources in the Mogan 
Mountain area, which provide the most basic material and cultural foundation for building a 
multi-featured homestay. For the tourism resources with high aesthetic value and diversity in 
the surrounding environment, additional products for viewing homestays can be developed to 
create homestays that understand and return to nature; for homestays with leisure and 
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recuperative landscape facilities, homestays with themed health care and recuperation can be 
created ; For homestays near historical and cultural buildings, they can be built into homestays 
featuring scientific research and history. 

6.4. Establish institutions, provide channels, and provide complaints from 
residents 

The lack of necessary management institutions and related associations is a common problem 
in the homestay industry. In order to solve this problem, the Deqing County Government must 
pay more attention to the homestays in Mogan Mountain and provide them with support and 
assistance. Through the establishment of a legal and effective hotel management department, 
the opening of a service consultation hotline, and the establishment of a WeChat official account, 
we provide visitors with a platform for understanding, consulting, complaints, and feedback, 
and timely solving the problems caused by water pollution, power outages and services during 
the operation of the hotel Tourist complaints or inconvenience caused by factors such as 
inadequate quality, etc., improve the level of tourists' evaluation of the quality of homestays. 
Provide visitors with a convenient system for complaints, places and people to listen to, to 
ensure their staying experience, and to promote the discovery and resolution of homestay 
problems. The management of homestays is efficient and sustainable. 

7. Conclusion 

The development of Mogan Mountain Homestay is an unstoppable trend. How to use various 
tools to improve the homestay in an all-round way and provide customers with an all-round 
optimized consumption experience is the focus of attention. Through research, this article puts 
forward the problems and deficiencies in the development of homestays in information 
collection, tourist selection, visitor check-in, and tourist feedback from the perspective of the 
links that customers need to experience in the consumption process. It is to strengthen publicity 
and improve the information of Mogan Mountain Homestay; the second is to set up the 
standards for registration of homestays to simplify the selection process of tourists; the third is 
to optimize the configuration and highlight features to enhance the staying experience and 
emotional integration of tourists; and the fourth is to set up special institutions. Cultivate 
professional talents and provide visitors with channels and support for feedback and 
complaints. 
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